Current Legal Developments
China

A Chinese Perspective on the UNESCO Convention on the Protection
of the Underwater Cultural Heritage
The 2001 Convention on the Protection of the Underwater Cultural Heritage
(hereinafter "the new Convention") was finally adopted on 2 November 2001 by
the Plenary Session of the 31st UNESCO General Conference.1 Prior to the
adoption of this new Convention designed to protect the world's underwater
cultural heritage (hereinafter "the UCH"), a few significant international
agreements or documents had already been carefully drafted. These include
the 1970 UNESCO Convention on the Means of Prohibiting and Preventing the
Illicit Import, Export and Transfer of Ownership of Cultural Property, the 1982
United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (hereinafter "the LOSC"),
and the 1996 ICOMOS Charter on the Protection and Management of
Underwater Cultural Heritage.
This new Convention was adopted by 87 affirmative votes (including that of
China), with only four oppositions and 15 abstentions. It is predictable that it
will soon enter into force with the required 20 instruments of ratification,
acceptance, approval or accession being deposited. 2 Once this new Convention
enters into force, it will become the most basic legal instrument for preserving the
world's UCH.
The Chinese people have long been concerned with the protection of
underwater cultural relics. In China mainland, the Regulations of the People's
Republic of China on the Protection of Underwater Cultural Relics (hereinafter
"the PRC Regulations") were promulgated on 20 October 1989. 3 The regulations
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See also Sarah Dromgoole, The 2001 UNESCO Convention'on the Protectionof the Underwater
Cultural Heritage.
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http://www.unesco.org/culture/legalprotection/water/html-eng/convention.shtml.
Office of Policy, Law and Regulation, State Oceanic Administration, Collection of the Sea Laws
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are subsidiary legal norms under the 1982 PRC Law on the Protection of
Cultural Relics. This 1982 Law provides the basis for administrative penalties
and criminal punishment for those who destroy, explore, excavate and salvage
any underwater cultural relics without permits, in violation of Articles 5, 6 and 7
of the PRC Regulations. 4 The PRC Regulations provide a detailed scheme for
protecting UCH. After careful analysis, the design of the PRC Regulations has
been regarded by Western scholars as positioning the PRC at the vanguard of
5
legal protections in this field. In the Taiwan area, the 1982 Cultural Heritage
Preservation Law (hereinafter "the Taiwan Law") was amended in 2000. It gives6
ownership of all the res nullius underwater cultural objects, or sites, to the state.
This is the only provision concerning UCH embodied in Taiwan Law and there
is no other law or regulation promulgated in Taiwan specifically for the
protection of UCH.
Basically, the policies on the management of UCH embodied in the laws and
regulations of the two Chinese Governments are rather similar. The languages
used for both policies are very general, allowing significant scope of
administrative discretion. Both have made it clear that the UCH should be
owned by the state. Both have demonstrated in their statutory laws that public
institutions shall not sell any original underwater cultural objects for profit.
7
Violators are subject to administrative and criminal penalties. Nevertheless,
some scholars still believe that both have failed to explicitly constrain the
8
commercialisation of UCH resources.
The following paragraphs will try to explain positions of the pertaining
Chinese statutes and bring out some comments on the UNESCO new
Convention.
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Art. 10 of the PRC Regulations, and Arts. 30 and 31 of the Law on the Protection of Cultural
Relics of the People's Republic of China.
Porter Hoagland, "China" in Sarah Dromgoole (ed.), Legal Protection of the Underwater
Cultural Heritage-Nationaland International Perspectives (1999), pp. 35-36.
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This 2000 Cultural Heritage Preservation Law of Taiwan does not offer any special norms for
the protection of the UCH. It only mentions in Art. 17 and Art. 32 respectively that res nullius
ancient objects and ancient sites "sunk in the water" are owned by the state. This provision of
ownership is, however, subject to the regulation of the ROC Territorial Sea and Contiguous
Zone Law. The latter Taiwanese statute provides in Art. 16 that "any historic objects or sites
found in the territorial sea or the contiguous zone of the ROC ... shall belong to the State of the
ROC and subject to disposal by the ROC Government in accordance with the pertaining laws".
Notably, there is no similar provision in the ROC Exclusive Economic Zone and Continental
Shelf Law. Both statutes were promulgated in Taiwan on 21 January 1998.
Art. 16 of the Taiwan Law stipulates, "... duplicates of publicly owned ancient objects may only
be sold by the public institute which keeps the ancient objects". This implies that the original
objects may not be sold at all. Arts. 23, 25, 30 (as amended) and 31 (as amended) of the PRC
Law on the Protection of Cultural Relics also stipulate that selling, smuggling, and even giving
away any cultural relics, may induce administrative or criminal penalties.
Porter Hoagland, "Managing the Underwater Cultural Resources of the China Seas: A
Comparison of Public Policies in Mainland China and Taiwan", (1997) 12 IJMCL 282-283.
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Definition of the UCH
The 2001 Convention applies to all "traces of human existence having a cultural,
historical or archaeological character which have been partially or totally under
water, periodically or constantly, for at least 100 years" (Article 1-1-(a)). The
PRC Regulations, based on the pragmatic Chinese way of thinking, provide
instead that they will not be applied to any "underwater remains irrelevant to
significant historical events, revolutionary movements and notable men after the
year of 1911" (Article 2-2).9 It never explains how significant is "significant", nor
does its superior law, the 1982 PRC Law on the Protection of the Cultural Relics.
Yet the age limit is very clearly provided. Thus, the definition of the objects to
which the domestic law in China applies is different from that in the new
international Convention on two points. The first point relates to requirement in
the Convention that the objects have "historical or archaeological character".
This might be easily interpreted as the equivalent of "being relevant to significant
historical events, revolutionary movements and notable men", as the PRC
Regulations provide. However, the difference between the two age limits cannot
be so easily ignored. Some underwater cultural relics less than 100 years old, yet
having significant "historical or archaeological character", might not be
protected by the new Convention, if it were to be applied to supersede the
domestic law of the PRC. To provide maximum protection of UCH, the PRC
Regulations have apparently offered a better definition of the UCH to be
protected.
The above-mentioned Taiwan Law takes a more flexible, but less effective,
way to define the objects for the application of the law. According to this Taiwan
Law (i.e. the Cultural Heritage Preservation Law as amended in 2000), any
object which "may be used for appreciation, research, development, propaganda,
and having historical or art value, or having been so designated by the Ministry
of Education", is an "ancient object" subject to the application of the Taiwan
Law (Article 3(1)). Any "ancient construction, traditional assembly place,
ancient street, archaeological site, and other historical, cultural remains, so
designated and proclaimed in accordance with this law" shall be regarded as an
"ancient site" also subject to the application of this law (Article 3(2)). In the case
of any disputes over a site's legal status, the Ministry of Interior Affairs, instead
of the Ministry of Education, has the authority to make a final decision (Article
5). However, the fact that no age limitation has been adopted by the Taiwan Law
could be a positive factor for better protection of the younger, yet significant,
cultural heritage. This was evidenced in the case of Taiwan Sugar Industry
Company v Tainan County Government. 10
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The Ching Dynasty was overthrown in the year of 1911.

1o Taiwan Sugar Industry Company v Tainan County Government, Gaoxiong High Administrative
Court, 89-Su-140 (2001).
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In this case, the Gaoxiong High Administration Court decided that the old
factory of the Taiwan Sugar Industry Company, including a wooden hostel, a
wooden dormitory, a brick restaurant building, dozens of old trees on the
property, and a Japanese-style garden, should all be designated by the local
government of Tainan County as an "ancient site". The factory is only about 80
years old, far less than 100 years. The Court dictated in its judgment that interest
of the owner "is not a factor to be evaluated" by the government when
designating an "ancient site", and that the value of a historical or cultural site
"should be evaluated from many aspects". In addition, the Court noted, the
Cultural Heritage Preservation Law did not set any age limit to what qualifies as
an "ancient site". Since the factory was the largest sugar factory in Taiwan
during the Japanese Occupation Period, and its buildings and garden were also
the most beautiful of the time, the Court thus decided that the order issued by the
local government to designate the factory as an "ancient site" was not in
violation of the law, and should be affirmed." The conclusion is fairly clear in
Taiwan. "Ancient" objects, or sites, do not have to be very "old" or "of a
specific age". "Significance" might not be very "significant" either. As long as
the government wishes to preserve them, they are ancient and significant enough.
Trends in the Development in International Law

The new Convention has established a clear trend in the development of
international law to prevent the commercialisation of UCH resources. Article 2-7
(on objectives and principles) of the new Convention reads: "Underwater
cultural heritage shall not be commercially exploited." Aside from this, the
principle of protection has also been clearly established in Article 2-4, which
provides that "State Parties shall ... take all appropriate measures ... that are

necessary to protect UCH, using for this purpose the best practical means at
12
their disposal and in accordance with their capabilities".
Compared with the International Law Association (ILA) Draft of Convention
on the Protection of Underwater Cultural Heritage (1993), which asked the
potential contracting states parties to use "all reasonable measures" to preserve
UCH, 3 the new Convention is apparently more straightforward in asserting the
basic principle of protection in combating the commercialisation of the UCH.
Unfortunately, though the PRC Regulations and the Taiwan Law both
implicitly support the position of non-commercialisation, by imposing administrative and criminal penalties on illegal transferors of the UCH ownership,
14
neither has made this basic principle explicit.

11 Id.

12 Emphasis added.
"3 Emphasis added.
14 Note 6 above.
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Areas of Application
Internal waters and territorialsea
Article 7(1) of the new Convention provides that "State Parties, in the exercise of
their sovereignty, have the exclusive right to regulate and authorize activities
directed at UCH in their internal waters, archipelagic waters and territorial sea".
This is presumably compatible with the PRC Regulations. According to the
latter, all underwater cultural relics, whether originating from China, an
unknown country or any known foreign country, shall be subject to the
ownership of the state and under the jurisdiction of the state as long as they
remain in the internal waters or territorial sea of China (Articles 2(l)(1) and 3).
The problem is whether the new Convention will support the position taken by
the PRC Regulations on giving the "ownership" of UCH within the Chinese
internal waters and territorial sea to the state of China. Throughout the whole
text of the new Convention, the issue of UCH ownership, wherever the UCH is
located, is never touched upon. It was decided early in the negotiations that the
the matters of ownership. The property
new Convention would not deal with
15
issues thus remain outside its scope.
Yet the new Convention does explain its relationship with the law of salvage
and the law of finds. Article 4 of the new Convention reads:
"Any activities relating to UCH to which this Convention applies shall not
be subject to the law of salvage or law of finds, unless it: (a) is authorized by
the competent authorities, and (b) is in full conformity of this Convention,
and (c) ensures that any recovery of the UCH achieves its maximum
protection."
Therefore, as long as the PRC Regulations satisfy the above requirements, they
may still be safely applied, giving the ownership of, and the jurisdiction over, the
underwater relics found within its internal waters or territorial sea to the state of
China.
Another issue is that there is no provision in the PRC Regulations for any
notification obligations. The new Convention asks a coastal state to inform flag
state parties when exercising its sovereignty over an underwater state vessel or
aircraft that is within its "territorial sea, or archipelagic waters", but not within
its "internal waters" (Article 7 (3)). Also, Article 7(3) of the new Convention
requires a coastal state party to inform, if applicable, other states with a
verifiable link with respect to the discovery of the identifiable state vessels and
aircraft within the coastal state's territorial sea or archipelagic waters. Again, the
PRC Regulations do not provide such an obligation of notification. This could
be a point of conflict between the PRC and other linked states. China has a
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p. O'Keefe, Shipwrecked Heritage:A Commentary on the UNESCO Convention on UCH (2002),
p. 115.
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coastline of over 18,000 kilometres, as well as numerous islands, rivers, and
lakes. It is famous for its adjacent "semi-enclosed" seas, i.e. the Yellow Sea, the
Eastern Sea, and the South (China) Sea. Many vessels and aircrafts from
neighbouring states such as Korea, Japan, Vietnam and the Philippines and from
many other sea-going states have sunk in these seas close to the shore of China.
According to the Director of the National Museum of History in Taipei, in the
Taiwan Strait area alone, more than 100 shipwrecks have been identified.' 6 Yet
this possible conflict may never become a substantial one, because the PRC is
expected to fulfil this notification obligation. In recent practice, China has
generally respected its international law duties, and, when necessary, has
amended its domestic laws and regulations to meet the requirements of an
7
international treaty it has accepted.'
Contiguous zone
Article 303(2) of the 1982 Law of the Sea Convention (LOSC) provides that, in
order to control the trafficking of UCH objects,
"the coastal State may, in applying Article 33, presume that their removal
from the sea-bed in the [contiguous] zone referred to in that article without
its approval would result in an infringement within its territory or
territorial sea of the laws and regulations referred to in that article".
This constitutes the basis of the expansion of a coastal state's jurisdiction as
provided in the customary international law on the contiguous zone. Based on
this, Article 8 of the new Convention provides that the coastal state may exercise
its jurisdiction over the UCH located in its contiguous zone. However, it is
interesting to note that the PRC Regulations provide a rather self-restrained,
limited scope of application for protecting the UCH within its contiguous zone.' 8
Compared with the above-mentioned definition of cultural relics in the PRC's
internal waters or territorial sea-which actually includes all cultural relics of
any origin, known or unknown-the scope of definition of cultural relics in the
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Hwang Kuang-nan, "The Historic Meaning of Underwater Archaeology" in National Museum

of History (ed.), Proceedings of the Academic Seminar on Underwater Archaeological Studies on
the Two Sides of the Taiwan Strait (2000), p. 8.
17 Cheng Xiao-xia (ed.), Guo-Ji-Fa (International Law) (1999), p. 27.
18 The Chinese version of Art. 2-1-(2) of the PRC Regulations provides that "cultural relics

originating from China and unknown countries and remaining over in other sea areas beyond
the territorial sea but within the limits of national jurisdiction of China according to Chinese
laws [shall be subject to the application of this Regulation]". Strangely, the English version of
Art. 2-1-(2) of these Regulations differs from the above-cited Chinese version, and carries the
phrase "or foreign countries" after the phrase "unknown countries". See note 3 above, p. 461.
This makes its wording identical with that of Art. 2-1-(1) for the definition of "cultural relics"
within the Chinese internal waters and territorial sea. This author has consulted two different
sources for the Chinese version of the PRC Regulations, neither of which includes the phrase
"or foreign countries". It appears that the English translator made a mistake when translating
the Chinese text into English.
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Chinese contiguous zone is narrower. It excludes those cultural relics originated
from an "identifiable foreign State". In other words, jurisdiction issues over the
cultural relics originated from an identifiable foreign state, but found within the
PRC's contiguous zone, will be regulated directly by the new Convention, not by
the domestic laws and regulations of the PRC. The Chinese would still claim
jurisdiction over activities concerning the UCH within its contiguous zone, based
on the provision of Article 8 of the new Convention. But the Chinese will not,
according to its own domestic law, claim the ownership of the UCH found in its
contiguous zone, if it is from an identifiable foreign state. This will bring the
PRC laws and regulations to a new direction for deciding "ownership" of, and
"jurisdiction" over, the UCH. The two items used to be treated by the PRC's
domestic laws and regulations identically. However, because of the application
of the new Convention, it might be treated separately in the future.
Exclusive Economic Zone and continental shelf
The same self-restraint, limited scope of definition is also provided for the
cultural relics remaining in the PRC's Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) and on
its continental shelf. Even though Article 9 of the new Convention has provided
for the jurisdiction of coastal states over UCH found within their EEZs or
continental shelves, since Article 2(1)(2) of the PRC Regulations applies in not
only the "contiguous zone" but also all the "sea areas beyond the territorial sea
but within the limits of national jurisdiction of China according to Chinese
laws", 19 the PRC will not be able to exercise jurisdiction over those underwater
cultural relics found within its EEZ or on its continental shelf, unless it amends
its own domestic laws and regulations in accordance with the new Convention. It
is reasonable to assume that the PRC would want to amend its Regulations in
the future to meet the provisions of Articles 8 and 9 of the new Convention.
Otherwise, all the UCH discovered within the PRC's EEZ, continental shelf, or
within its contiguous zone, but originated from an identifiable foreign country,
will not be "subject to the ownership of the State", as Article 3 of the PRC
Regulations provides, and will not even be "subject to the jurisdiction" of the
20
PRC.
The new Convention also provides for an obligation for the state parties to
notify the UNESCO Director-General of any discoveries or intended activities.

'9

20

Id. China, including mainland and Taiwan, has officially established its EEZ and continental
shelf. In China mainland, the Government promulgated on 26 June 1998 the Law of the People's
Republic of China on the Exclusive Economic Zone and Continental Shelf. In the Taiwan area,
the Government promulgated on 21 January 1998 the Law of the Republic of China on the
Exclusive Economic Zone and Continental Shelf.
Art. 3 of the PRC Regulations provides that "the underwater cultural relics provided in Article
2(l)(1) and (2) of the present Regulations shall be subject to the ownership of the State and
under the jurisdiction of the State. As to the underwater cultural relics provided in Article
2(l)(3) of the present Regulations, the State has the right to recognize the owner of such relics".
Note 3 above, p. 462.
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21
This will be a new international obligation for all the states parties. As to the
domestic national reporting obligations provided in Article 9(l)(a) of the new
Convention for "discoveries" or "intended activities" directed at the UCH in the
EEZ or on the continental shelf of a coastal state, basically these already exist in
the current PRC Regulations. The PRC Regulations require nationals of the
PRC and "any institution or individual" to report in time any "discovery" of the
22
underwater cultural relics to the State Bureau of Cultural Relics. For "intended
activities" directed at the UCH, the PRC Regulations further require that
advance "permission" be obtained from the State Bureau of Cultural Relics
before any such activity is carried out. Violators are subject to administrative
and criminal penalties. 23 This Bureau is the central governmental agency
responsible for "registration, protection, management and archaeological
24
exploration and excavating activities for the underwater cultural relics".
Furthermore, Article 9(l)(b) of the new Convention also requires a domestic
national reporting obligation for the discovery of, or intended activities directed
at, UCH found within the EEZ or continental shelf of another state party. This
reporting obligation can be found in Article 6(2) of the PRC Regulations.
Though it is obviously not the intention of the drafters of the new Convention,
it is interesting to note that the wording of Article 10(2) of the new Convention
might mislead readers to a conclusion that it has constituted a basis for enlarging
25
the sovereign rights enjoyed by the coastal states. Article 10(2) reads:

"A State Party in whose EEZ or on whose continental shelf UCH is located
has the right to prohibit or authorize any activities directed at such heritage
to prevent interference with its sovereign rights or jurisdiction as provided
for by international law including the LOSC."

21 Art. 9(3) of the new Convention puts the responsibility of notification on the party states.
Nationals report to the state. The state shall notify the UNESCO Director-General.
22 Art. 6 of the PRC Regulations provides that "the underwater cultural relics provided in Article
2(l)(1) and (2) of the present Regulations, discovered by any institution or individual by any
means, shall be reported in time to the State Bureau of Cultural Relics or to the local
administrative departments of cultural relics; those salvaged from water shall be turned over in
time to the State Bureau of Cultural Relics or to the local administrative departments of cultural
relics for their disposal". Note 3 above, p. 463.
23 Art. 7(1) of the PRC Regulations provides that "....no institution or individual shall conduct
by any means activities of exploration and excavation without permission of the State Bureau of
Cultural Relics". Art. 10-2 provides that "those who violate the provisions of Article 5, 6, and 7
...
to explore, excavate, and salvage the underwater cultural relics ...are liable to administrative
penalty or criminal responsibility". Note 3 above, pp. 463, 465.
24 Art. 4(1) of the PRC Regulations. Note 3 above, p. 462.
25 Although it is not the intention of the drafters of the new Convention, this provision and some
others pertaining to EEZ and continental shelf have actually influenced and enlarged the rights
of the coastal states. Art. 3 (on the relationship between this Convention and the Law of the Sea
Convention) reads: "Nothing in this Convention shall prejudice the rights, jurisdiction and
duties of States under international law, including the LOSC. This Convention shall be
interpreted and applied in the context of and in a manner consistent with international law,
including the LOSC."
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Since the Article does not specify the "sovereign rights or jurisdiction" as "over
the natural resources", readers might take these "sovereign rights and
jurisdiction" to refer only to those which relate to UCH. Certainly, neither the
Law of the Sea Convention, or any other international treaty, has ever included
UCH as subject to the sovereign rights of a coastal state in its EEZ or on its
continental shelf. The legal concepts of EEZ and continental shelf are
fundamentally natural resources-oriented. The bases of sovereign rights enjoyed
by coastal states in these maritime zones were strictly defined as economic
interests. Now that the 2001 UNESCO new Convention has, on the one hand,
insisted on a non-commercialisation policy, proclaiming that "underwater
cultural heritage shall not be commercially exploited", and that any "commercial
exploitation of UCH for trade or speculation or its irretrievable disposal is
fundamentally incompatible with the protection and proper management of
UCH" (Article 2(7) and Rule 2),26 it appears, on the other hand, to have given
high level rights to the coastal states for the non-economic interest/obligation of
preserving the non-natural resources UCH located in their EEZ or on their
continental shelf. This being the case, it is possible that this unusual assignment
of the highly exclusive rights to coastal states for the preservation of the world's
UCH located in their EEZ or on their continental shelf, might distort the true
nature of the EEZ and the continental shelf, and generate more disputes in the
international community. Thus, from the viewpoint of a Chinese reader of the
new Convention, the PRC Regulations, which excludes its application to those
cultural relics located in its national maritime zones out of its territorial sea, i.e.
contiguous zone, EEZ and continental shelf, but originating in an identifiable
foreign country, should be a more reasonable norm.
This misunderstanding might be further diminished by paragraph 3(b) of
Article 10 of the new Convention, which establishes a "co-ordinating state"
system to balance the rights of a coastal state and the need for protection of the
UCH within its EEZ or on its continental shelf. 27 In paragraph 4 of Article 10, it
is also provided that
"without prejudice to the duty of all State Parties to protect underwater
cultural heritage by way of all practical measures taken in accordance with
international law to prevent immediate danger to the underwater cultural
heritage, including looting, the Coordinating State may take all practical
measures, and/or issue any necessary authorizations in conformity with this

26 The annexed Rules of the new Convention form an integral part of the Convention. See Art. 33
of the new Convention.
27 Art. 10-3-(b) of the new Convention provides that " where there is a discovery ...or activity ...
in the EEZ or on the continental shelf of a Party State ...that state Party shall coordinate such
consultation as 'Coordinating State', unless it expressly declares that it does not wish to do so, in
which case the States Parties which have declared an interest under Article 9, paragraph 5, shall
appoint a Coordinating State".
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Convention and, if necessary prior to consultation, to prevent any
immediate danger to the underwater cultural heritage, whether arising
from human activities or any other cause, including looting ..
Since the co-ordinating state might possibly be the coastal state itself, obviously
the misunderstood "high rights" provided for the coastal states in Article 10(2)
of the new Convention were not intended by the drafters of the new Convention.
Paragraph 6 of the same Article 10 provides further that
"in coordinating consultations, taking measures, conducting preliminary
research and/or issuing authorizations pursuant to this Article, the
Coordinating State shall act on behalf of the States Parties as a whole
and not in its own interest. Any such action shall not in itself constitute a
basis for the assertion of any preferential or jurisdictional rights not
provided for in international law, including the United Nations Convention
on the Law of the Sea".
Nevertheless, people may still ask the following questions: How will a coastal
state exercise its exclusive rights "to prohibit or authorize any activities directed
at such heritage"? Does a co-ordinating state other than that specific coastal
state enjoy the right "to take all practical measures", even prior to any
consultations? Will a coastal state agree that the practical measures taken by
another co-ordinating state in its EEZ or on its continental shelf are "on behalf
of the State Parties as a whole and not in its own interest"? Disputes are expected
to arise from these provisions, and it will probably require more interpretations
in the future to settle these disputes.
One way, among others, to reconsider the issue is to distinguish the EEZ from
the continental shelf more precisely. The former is a metaphysical concept of
"space" under the jurisdiction of a coastal state. Within an EEZ, not only do the
resources in the water body, on the sea-bed, or under the sub-soil, belong to the
coastal state, but also the air, the wind, the sea water itself, and arguably even the
sunshine above the EEZ, are all subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of the coastal
state.28 The latter, however, is a more physical concept for a coastal state to enjoy
the natural resources on the surface of its continental margin, and under the seabed of its continental margin. This distinction may be further evidenced by the
definition of the high seas: 29 while the entire EEZ is not considered as part of the

2'

29

LOSC, Art. 56-1 reads: "In the exclusive economic zone, the coastal State has: (a) sovereign
rights for the purpose of exploring and exploiting, conserving and managing the natural
resources, whether living or non-living, of the waters superjacent to the sea-bed and of the seabed and its subsoil, and with regard to other activities for the economic exploitation and
exploration of the zone, such as the production of energy from the water, currents and winds."
LOSC, Art. 86 reads: "The provisions of this Part [on High Seas] apply to all parts of the sea
that are not included in the EEZ, in the territorial sea or in internal waters of a State, or in the
"
archipelagic waters of an archipelagic State ....
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high seas, the water body above the continental shelf constitutes a part of the
high seas.
Unfortunately, the new Convention has not distinguished the two regimes
from each other in its articles. One of the reasons why the distinction between
EEZ and continental shelf is not recognised in the new Convention might be the
provision of Article 246(2) of the LOSC, which reads: "Marine scientific research
in the EEZ and on the continental shelf shall be conducted with the consent of
the coastal state." However, we should not be misled by this provision. Within
the context of the 1982 LOSC, the notion of "marine scientific research" has
apparently excluded the notion of "marine archaeology". 30 The former is
specifically regulated in Part VIII of the LOSC, while the latter is regulated in
other Parts of it, i.e. LOSC, Article 149 (Part XI on the Area) and Article 303
31
(Part XVI on general provisions).
If there is any opportunity in the future to amend the new Convention, it
might be useful to try to find a balance between the position taken in Article 10
of the new Convention, and the position taken in Article 2(l)(2) of the PRC
Regulations, by separating the EEZ from the continental shelf beyond the outer
limits of the EEZ. The UCH located in a coastal state's EEZ should be subject to
the sovereign rights of that coastal state. Therefore, no co-ordinating state,
unless it is the coastal state itself, should take any practical measures directed at
the UCH prior to the consent of that coastal state. However, the UCH on the
continental shelf beyond the outer limits of a coastal state's EEZ, i.e. within the
high sea area, should be subject to the international community's protection and
management. Therefore, no coastal state should enjoy the exclusive rights to
prohibit or authorise any activities directed at such heritage, unless such
activities will interfere with that coastal state's sovereign rights on the continental
shelf as provided for by the LOSC. One situation that calls for such exceptions
should be "drilling". If it is applied to the preservation or excavation activities of
UCH on the continental shelf, it should be permitted by that coastal state alone,
because Article 81 of the LOSC has already given the exclusive right of drilling
32
on the continental shelf to the coastal state.
The Area
The new Convention has created an obligation for any state party to notify the

30 Anastasia Strati, The Protectionof the Underwater Cultural Heritage: An Emerging Objective of
the Contemporary Law of the Sea (1995), p. 262.
31 Notably, as early as in 1956, the use of continental shelf rights to control archaeology has been

32

limited by an opinion of the International Law Commission declaring that the rights certainly
did not apply to shipwrecks. See Martin Dean et al., (eds.), Archaeology Underwater: The NAS
Guide to Principles and Practice (1992), p. 81. At the time, even the 1958 Convention on the
Continental Shelf was not yet in existence, not to mention the current LOSC, which was adopted
in 1982.
LOSC, Art. 81 provides that "the coastal State shall have the exclusive right to authorize and
regulate drilling on the continental shelf for all purposes".
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UNESCO Director-General and the ISA Secretary-General of any discoveries or
intended activities in the Area. This is an international obligation for all the
states parties. 33 As to the domestic reporting obligation, Article 1 lof the new
Convention requires any national of a state party or any vessel flying the flag of a
state party, who discovers or intends to engage in activities directed at UCH
located in the Area (beyond the outer limits of any national jurisdiction) to
report this to the state party. This reporting requirement is also compatible with
Article 6(2) of the PRC Regulations, which provides for a reporting obligation
compatible with the new Convention. The Regulations even further impose an
obligation on any such person to submit "in time" the salvaged UCH from the
Area to the PRC government for recognition and appraisal. 34 Notably, the PRC
Regulations' position toward the underwater cultural relics located in the Area
(or in a foreign country's maritime zones out of its territorial sea) is rather
different from its position toward the underwater cultural relics located in the
waters under Chinese national jurisdiction. In the latter case, as the Regulations
provide, most of the UCH should be subject to the ownership of the state and be
naturally under the jurisdiction of the state. 35 In the former case, however, the
PRC Regulations only provide that these relics should "be recognized" by the
state to decide their ownership. 36 If it is owned by China, then the PRC will insist
on jurisdiction over it.
What has to be noted at the same time is that while the new Convention has
put all the UCH in the Area under the control of UNESCO and ISA
37
(International Sea-bed Authority) without mentioning the issue of ownership,
the PRC has asked for an exclusive right to control the UCH originated from
China, but located in the Area (or in the contiguous zone, EEZ or on the
continental shelf of a foreign country). Attention should be given to the text of
Article 2(l)(3) of the PRC Regulations, which provides that "cultural relics
originating from China and remained in sea areas under the jurisdiction of

33 Art. 11-2 of the new Convention puts this duty of notification onto the party states. Nationals
report to the state. The state shall notify the Director-General of the UNESCO and the
Secretary-General of the ISA.
3 Art. 6-2 of the PRC Regulations reads: "The underwater cultural relics provided in Article 2-1(3) of the present Regulations, discovered by any institution or individual by any means shall be
reported in time to the State Bureau of Cultural relics or to the local administrative departments
of cultural relics; those salvaged from water shall be provided in time for the State Bureau of
Cultural Relics or local administrative departments of cultural relics for their recognition and
appraisal." Note 3 above, p. 463.
35 All underwater cultural relics, except those originating from an identifiable foreign country, and
located in the Chinese maritime zones out of its territorial sea, are owned by the state, according
to Arts. 2-1-(2) and 3 of the PRC Regulations. Note 3, p. 461.
36 Art. 2-1-(3) together with the second part of Art. 3 of the PRC Regulations. Id.
7 Art. 12(3) of the new Convention gives the right to take practical measures to protect UCH in
the Area to "all States". However, Art. 12(2) has given the right to initiate co-ordination and
consultation procedures to the Direcjor-General of the UNESCO. The latter "shall" also invite
the ISA to participate in such consultations.
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foreign countries beyond their territorial seas or in the high seas [should be
subject to the application of the PRC Regulations]". 38 In other words, it is the
PRC's policy to control UCH in the Area "only if" it originated from China. All
other underwater cultural relics in the Area that originate from a foreign
country, identifiable or unidentifiable, shall not be subject to the application of
the PRC Regulations. China will not claim ownership and the PRC will not
claim any jurisdiction over it. This position is justifiable under the provision of
Article 149 of the LOSC which provides that while "all objects of an
archaeological and historical nature found in the Area shall be preserved or
disposed of for the benefit of mankind as a whole", " particular regard" should
be paid to "the preferential rights of the State or country of origin, or the State of
cultural origin, or the State of historical and archaeological origin". Furthermore, Article 303(3) also stipulates that "nothing in this Article affects the rights
of identifiable owners...". The PRC's position of differentiating UCH by their
origins is thus soundly based on international law.
Potential Disputes
Since China has adopted a policy of differentiating UCH by their origins, while
the new Convention has not, 39 it is foreseeable that there could be controversies
regarding preservation or salvage activities directed at China-originated UCH
around the world. Two categories of UCH originating from China could be
involved in future potential controversies. One is Chinese relics located in the
Area. The other is such relics located in a foreign country's maritime zones
outside its territorial sea.
For the first category, as long as the reporting and notification system and the
"co-ordinating" scheme work properly, and provided that China has ratified or
accepted the new Convention, there should be no substantial disputes. China will
be obliged under international law to co-ordinate with UNESCO, ISA and other
"linked" state parties to preserve or to salvage the Chinese relics in the Area.
For the second category, serious conflicts might arise between China and other
coastal states. China is an ancient seafaring country, and there are many Chinese
shipwrecks in the seas around the world. Those located within the maritime
zones of a foreign country but out of its territorial sea, once recognised by the
Chinese government as "originating from China", could be subjects of such
potential disputes. Up to now, to the best knowledge of this author, the
definition of "originating from China" has not yet been decided by any Chinese
forum. If it means "having the nationality of China", it should be more
acceptable by any coastal states involved, because it is arguably a long-

38 Note 3 above, p. 461.
39 The fact that the new Convention has failed to follow that thinking is apparently in violation of
the LOSC. As mentioned earlier, LOSC, Art. 149 has emphasised the preferential rights of the
states of origin, of cultural origin, and of historical and archaeological origin.
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established rule of customary international law for any flag state to enjoy
jurisdiction over its own ship, wherever the ship is located. 40 If, however, it
means "sailing to or from China" or "historically or culturally connected to
China", then it would be difficult for it to be accepted by any coastal states
involved. From the viewpoint of Chinese semantics, either interpretation is
possible.
Nevertheless, based on the demand for equality and consistency in the
international legal order, this author believes that the PRC will insist on its
policy as against the new Convention, particularly because the new Convention
has not offered any scheme for differentiating origins of the disputed UCH.
According to the PRC Regulations, Articles 2(l)(2) and 3, only those underwater
cultural relics "originating from China" or those "from an unidentifiable foreign
country" but located within the maritime zones outside of the outer limits of the
Chinese territorial sea, will be subject to the ownership of the state of China.
Therefore, to establish the PRC's ownership over an underwater relic that is
located outside of the PRC territorial sea, two requirements must be satisfied.
First, the underwater relic must not be from a specific foreign country; and
secondly, the relic must be located within the Chinese contiguous zone, or EEZ,
or continental shelf. In other words, if any shipwreck can be identified as
originating from a specific foreign country, even though the wreck is located in
the Chinese contiguous zone, EEZ or on its continental shelf, it will not be
subject to the ownership of the PRC. Neither will it be subject to the jurisdiction
of the PRC. Similarly, China will reasonably insist that any identifiable Chinaoriginated shipwreck found in the contiguous zone, EEZ or on the continental
shelf of a foreign coastal state should not be subject to ownership and
jurisdiction of that coastal state. China will presumably insist on its preferential
rights based on Article 149 of the LOSC and the PRC Regulations to recognise
the shipwreck's owner. Will the procedure of "recognising" be part of the "coordinating" and "consulting" procedures designed in the new Convention? No
one knows yet.
Opportunities for Taiwan to apply the Convention
As we mentioned earlier, China, as represented by the PRC in the international
community, generally fulfils all its international obligations. Its application of
the new Convention is predictable. However, Taiwan is not a member of the
United Nations, and has not been invited to attend any of the UNESCO
Conferences. Will this new Convention, which has created so many obligations
for its states parties, be applicable to Taiwan? The apparent answer to this
question seems a straightforward "No". The realistic answer of the issue,

40

But cf. A. Strati, The Protection of the Underwater CulturalHeritage: An Emerging Objective of
the Contemporary Law of the Sea (1995), pp. 220-222, where this issue is discussed in some
detail.
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however, is still a "Yes". For years, as a participant in the international
community, Taiwan has voluntarily and unilaterally accepted many international conventions that it has not signed or ratified. For example, as a part of
China, Taiwan has accepted most of the substantial rules in the LOSC as
customary international rules, and has enacted its own statutes to implement the
provisions embodied in the LOSC. 4 1 As to the IMO conventions on marine
affairs, Taiwan has also taken similar steps to enable itself to be bound by these
international norms. 42 It is therefore expected that Taiwan will further modify its
current laws and regulations, in accordance with the new Convention, to
construct a more effective domestic legal regime for preserving UCH in the
international community.
Conclusions
For many years, objects recovered from shipwrecks have been displayed and
marketed in "shipwreck fairs" around the world. Treasure hunting has been
regarded as heroic exploration. On land, such activities are usually viewed as
theft, but this is not the case underwater. Alongside the development of marine
technologies, this trend has been changing over the last few years. Some have
taken the 1987 Abandoned Shipwreck Act of the United States as the turning
point. 43 Some suggest that the ILA Draft of Convention on the Protection of
Underwater Cultural Heritage (1993) set the new direction of non-commercialisation for preserving the UCH. 44 Nevertheless, the 2001 Convention has now
established a new scheme of legal norms against the traditional trend of
commercialisation of UCH. The 1982 Law of the Sea Convention has provided a
solid stepping-stone for demarcating regimes of the ocean. The 2001 UNESCO
new Convention has now moved further ahead, and established the new rules for
preserving UCH located in the various maritime zones of the world.
Since the Chinese laws and regulations, in both China mainland and Taiwan,
were promulgated long before the new Convention was adopted, some
incompatible provisions might lead to potential disputes. The charts at Appendix
1 and 2 might help to further explain why the new Convention would bring
about some difficulties for China in the international community.
Though many issues have not been addressed by the new Convention, it is
unfair to say that the new Convention is of no significance. On the contrary, the
new Convention is very significant in many ways. By not addressing the
distribution of ownership of objects salvaged from any maritime zone of the
ocean in context, it has left space for the resolution of all potential disputes based
4 1 Namely, the ROC Law on Territorial Sea and Contiguous Zone, and the ROC Law on EEZ and

Continental Shelf. Both were promulgated in Taiwan on 21 January 1998.
For a detailed report of this, see Kuen-chen Fu, "Case Study of Taiwan" in E. Franckx (ed.),
Vessel-source Pollution and Coastal State Jurisdiction (2001), pp. 339-340.
44 Richard A. Gould, Archaeology and the Social History of Ships (2000), p. 323.
4 Porter Hoagland, note 8 above, p. 275.
42
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on the contemporary international law including the LOSC. Notably, even for
UCH excavated within the internal waters or the territorial sea of a coastal state,
the new Convention has not designated its ownership. It only recognises that
"the States Parties, in the exercise of their sovereignty, have the exclusive right to
regulate and authorize activities directed at UCH in their internal waters,
archipelagic waters and territorial sea" (Article 7). This attitude of general
reservation obviously helped to invite more support for the adoption of the new
Convention.
With all the deliberately designed international co-operation, co-ordination,
and consultation procedures, and all those deliberately provided obligations of
informing, reporting and notification, the new Convention, together with its
annexed 14 Rules, has successfully created a scheme for the effective protection
of UCH in the world, without seriously intruding into any other applicable
international laws, including the LOSC.
The new Convention is particularly praiseworthy for its basic principle of
preservation in situ. In addition to the proclamation made in the preamble,
Article 2(5) of the new Convention reads: "The preservation in situ of UCH shall
be considered as the first option before allowing or engaging in any activities
directed at this heritage." Unfortunately, both China mainland and Taiwan
failed to include this principle in their current laws and regulations on the
protection of UCH. As a matter of fact, the excavation of the shipwreck of Jiang
Juen (General) No. 1 in the Penghu Islands (or the Piscardoris Islands) located in
the middle part of the Taiwan Strait caused serious debates in Taiwan on
whether the excavation was necessary. Many archaeologists refused to help the
45
National Museum of History in Taipei to excavate that shipwreck.
Undoubtedly, after the new Convention enters into force and becomes
binding, should it be duly observed, the UCH of the world will be more
effectively preserved. Then the Chinese Governments in both China Mainland
and Taiwan will most certainly have to amend their applicable laws and
regulations to fulfil their international obligations of protecting the UCH of the
world.
Professor Kuen-chen Fu
Professor of Law, Center for Oceans Law Studies
Xiamen University, Peoples Republic of China
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Hwang Kuang-nan, note 16 above, p. 9.
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Appendix 1
PRC Regulations provisions:

Location

Origin

Remarks

Owner

Jurisdiction

Chinese internal China
Unidentifiable
waters &
Known foreign
territorial sea

State of China
State of China
State of China

State of China
State of China
State of China

China
Chinese
contiguous zone Unidentifiable

State of China
State of China

State of China
State of China

Known foreign
UCH is excluded

Chinese
EEZ

China
Unidentifiable

State of China
State of China

State of China
State of China

Known foreign
UCH is excluded

Chinese
Continental
shelf

China
Unidentifiable

State of China
State of China

State of China
State of China

Known foreign
UCH is excluded

Foreign internal (No reference)
waters &
territorial sea

(No reference)

(No reference)

Foreign
China
contiguous zone

To be
recognised by
China

China, if owned Unidentifiable &
by China
known foreign
UCH are
excluded

Foreign EEZ

China

To be
recognised by
China

China, if
owned by
China

Unidentifiable &
known foreign
UCH are
excluded

Foreign
China
continental shelf

To be
recognised by
China

China, if
owned by
China

Unidentifiable &
known foreign
UCH are
excluded

The Area/high
seas

To be
recognised by
China

China, if
owned by
China

Unidentifiable &
known foreign
UCH are
excluded

China
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Appendix 2
UNESCO Convention provisions:

Location

Origin

Owner

Jurisdiction

Internal waters (No reference)
& territorial sea

(No reference)

Coastal state

Contiguous
zone

(No reference)

(No reference)

Coastal state

EEZ

(No reference)

(No reference)

Coastal state

Subject to
notification to
UNESCO, and
consultation by
other linked
states

Continental
shelf

(No reference)

(No reference)

Coastal state

Subject to
notification to
UNESCO, and
consultation by
other linked
states

The Area/high
seas

(No reference)

(No reference)

All states

Subject to
notification to
UNESCO & ISA,
and
co-ordination
initiated by
UNESCO & ISA

Remarks

